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“Erase the Traces. Destroy, in order to create. 
Build a new world on the ruins of the old. 
This, it is often thought, is the Modernist impera-
tive.  So what would it mean, then, to look for the 
future’s remnants? To uncover clues about those 
who wanted, as Walter Benjamin put it, to ‘live 
without traces’? Can we, should we, try and ex-
cavate utopia?” O.H.

The curved slab creates at mezzanine level a 
terrace that can function as a protected exterior 
space for the Youth Zone connecting the old build-
ing and the extension at functional level as well as 
at formal level.

THE BUS STATION:  functions as a transport hub, con-
necting Preston with the rest of the world.  The 
gallery will function as an activity hub connecting 
Preston citizens with each other and with the city
 
It acts as a horizontal axis placed at the intersec-
tion of the city and the community various needs, 
generating a collection of alternative center points.

The youth center is organized in three axes.  In 
the new building, a vertical counseling axis and 
a horizontal sports axis that extends outside with 
the exterior sports area. In the old building an arts 
axis that can extend in the gallery as an exhibition 
space.  The axes intersect at ground floor level in 
the foyer and the recreation area

The Bus Station open space will combine vari-
ous community oriented pop-up programs: an 
art gallery, a co-working space, virtual multimedia 
library, restaurants and stores etc.  
The cassette above the entries will be replaced 
with a led screens band that will run people’s 
tweets and Facebook messages etc containing 
a particular hashtag - connecting the whole world 
with the Preston Bus Station

THE PARK: will be predominantly mineral borrowing 
from the history of the place as a former bus sta-
tion.  The green space is reduced to an elemen-
tary presence: a network of trees extending in the 
open space of the gallery that will function as a link 
between the interior and the exterior. 
300 metal chairs can scatter freely in the park and 
in the bus station, offering the possibility of diverse 
typologies that create and dissolve freely because 
the users can move everywhere. 

PRESTON YOUTH ZONE: A three floor height curved vol-
ume slides in the ground floor of the existing build-
ing at mezzanine level as a 500 sqm terrace.  The 
curve of the slab is parallel with the curve of the 
facade panels as a spatial dialog between the ex-
isting building and the extension, while also open-
ing towards the city.

The curved slab is suspended on cables and 
functions as a central active core that distributes 
all the mechanical, acoustic and fluid systems of 
the building. 
The cable structure will shelter a flexible, wide 
open space for the main functions of the Youth 
Center
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mEETING ROOM BOX

SILVER BIRCH TREES

FLOOR LIGHTING

PARK FURNITURE BLACK GRANITE FLOOR

INDOOR TREES

CHANNELED GLASS SHADING SYSTEMNET RELAXING AREA

epoxidic resin floor

CHANNELED GLASS FACADESPORTS HALL MATERIALS

SILVER BIRCH TREES
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tree network

STRUCTURAL DESIGN: Mechanical and electrical DESIGN 

public spaces network floor lighting networkpublic art network

300 chairs scatter 
freely in the park

TECHNICAL scenario LANDSCAPE

The green space is reduced to an elementary 
presence with no scenographic effects that re-
flects the logic of the most conventional geom-
etry possible: a network of trees extending in 
the open space of the gallery will function as 
a link between the proposed new building, the 
existing one and the exterior public space. 

The park will be a neutral area that can 
function as an adaptable flexible open 
space for various pop-up events: mar-
kets, open-air concerts, playgrounds etc. 
proposing a frame for multiple events 
scenarios. 

 The chairs are an automatic repetition of the same 
ready-made basic unit offering the possibility of a 
certain narrative, of diverse typologies that create 
and dissolve freely because the users can move eve-
rywhere. They provide a method to connect for the 
citizens, not based on pre-established social con-
structs but almost at random, on a voluntary basis.

The landscape will be predominantly 
mineral borrowing from the history of 
the place as a former bus station

IT FORMS AT THE INTERSECTION OF VARIOUS 
GRIDS: A TREE NETWORK, A PUBLIC SPACES 
NETWORK, A PUBLIC ART NETWORK AND A 
FLOOR LIGHTING NETWORK
300 metal chairs can scatter freely in 
the park and in the galley, guaranteeing 
that the public space will perform in the 
most rational, uniform way.
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STRUCTURAL DESIGN:

STAFF AREA   240 m²

NHS SEXUAL CLINIC   150 m²

plus partners accomodation   160 m²

MUSIC ROOM    95 m²
FILM & MULTIMEDIA ROOM    40 m²

arts, crafts & fashion room    35 m²

boxing | martial arts gym  135 m²
fitness suite  125 m²

performing arts studio  130 m²

informal arts & crafts area  285 m²

CO_WORKING AREA 100 m²
COACH STATION  235 m²

OPEN RECREATION area  620 m²

INCLUSION ROOM    33 m²
ENTERPRISE ZONE  30 m²
GROUP WORK ROOM  30 m²

kitchen & servery   35 m²

SPORTS HALL    630 m²
CHANGING FACILITIES   76 m²

CLIMBING WALL   82 m²

functional scenario

Electrical, Mechanical, 
Natural ventilation

U-glass channels with 
translucent panels 

type Lamberts Linit U

Curtain walling with double glazed 
units, aluminium structural framing 

Solar shading: U-glass channels with 
translucent panels Lamberts Linit U

Floor finishes: 
Epoxy paint to main areas 
Trowelled concrete to all con-
crete slabs. 
Elastic flooring system for the 
sports areas

Wall finishes: 
Plaster skim to plasterboard 
and two coats emulsion paint 
and epoxy paint

Photovoltaic panels

700 UHPC modules 
80x320 cm

Double Tees precast rib-slab 

UHPC grid 40x40cm

UHPC grid 20x20cm

Concrete wall 30cm 
top , 75cm bottom

SRC Vierendeel Truss
35.2 m span / 3.2m height  

UHPC modular slab  
Steel Cable Structure 

UHPC Modular Slab
M&E Systems
Acoustic
Lightening




